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Abstract –We investigate the query complexity of quantum biased oracles. $\mathrm{S}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{s}\epsilon$ that the biased oracles
answer queries correctly with probability at least $1/2+\epsilon$. Given such an oracle, we present an algorithm to simulate a
single query to an oracle that answers queries $\mathrm{C}\mathrm{O}\alpha \mathrm{e}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{u}_{\mathrm{y}}$ with probability at least 2/3, using $0(1/\epsilon)$ queries to the given
oracle. For searching problems, combining the algorithm with a known result. we can obtain an optimal algorithm.
The simulating algorithm works effectively when we know the value of $\epsilon$ . We also consider the situation where no
knowledge about $\epsilon$ is given.
1 Introduction
In the quantum computing, query complexity is often used
as a measure of the performance of algorithms. It is the
number of calls of a black-box (often called oracle) com-
puting a certain function $f$ during running an algorithm.
A $pet\epsilon ct$ oracle inceives $x$ and returns $f(x)$ with certainty.
On the other hand, a biased oracle, which we deal with in
this paper, receives $x$ and returns $f(x)$ with probability
at least $1/2+\epsilon$ . Since the algorithm depends on the ora-
$\mathrm{c}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{e}’ \mathrm{s}$ outputs, the erroneous outputs from the biased oracle
may need to be corrected to perforn the algorithm prop-
erly. In general, the query complexity of biased oracles
may increase compared to that of perfect oracles because
of $\mathrm{o}\mathrm{v}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{s}$ for error-correction.
Majority voting is well-known as one of methods for
error-correction. By using multiple queries to a given bi-
ased oracle and majority voting, we can increase the prob-
ability that the oracle answers each query correctly. It
is known that $O(1/\epsilon^{2})$ queries aoe sufficient to increase
the correct probability from $1/2+\epsilon$ to 2/3, and $O(\log T)$
queries are sufficient from 2/3 to $1-1/T$ . Now. suppose
that an algorithm uses $T$ queries to a perfect oracle. In the
algorithm, each query to the perfect oracle is simulated by
$O(^{1}*^{T})$ queries to the corresponding biased oracle: As
mentioned above, by $O(^{1}*^{T})$ queries and majority vot-
ing, wc can incrcase the correct probability from $1/2+\epsilon$
to $1-1/T$ for each query, and if the correct probability of
each query reaches $1-1/T$, the error probability piled up
by $T$ queries is upper-bounded by some constant. Thus
it is known that $O(^{T}*^{1\underline{T}})$ queries to a biased oracle are
sufficient to perform any algorithms. It is optimal in some
classical cases. On the other hand, in the quantum setting,
alower bound $\Omega(T/\epsilon)$ by Iwama et al. [8] is only known,
therefore the algorithms by the simple majority may not
be optimal.
For some specific problems, $O(T/\epsilon^{2})$ quantum al-
gorithms are known, which is efficient by a factor of
$\log T$ . For example, $\mathrm{H}\emptyset \mathrm{y}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}$et al. presented a robust quan-
tum search algorithm with $O(T/\epsilon^{2})$ queries in [7], and
Buhman et al. also showed $O(T/\epsilon^{2})$ algorithm for com-
puting some functions such as parity with quantum biased
oracles [4]. Moreover, Iwama et al. showed $O(T/\epsilon)$ algo-
rithms in a restricted setting or when $T\in O(1)$ in [8].
However, in the general biased setting, no quantum algo-
rithm matching the corresponding lower bound has been
presented.
Our contribution. We present an algorithm to simu-
late a single query to an oracle that answers each query
correctly with probability at least 2/3, using $O(1/\epsilon)$
queries to the given oracle that answers each query cor-
rectly with probability at least $1/2+\epsilon$ . It implies that
$O(1/e^{2})$ factors by majority voting can be replaced with
new $O(1/\epsilon)$ factors for any algorithms, since the simulat-
ing algorithm is independent of problcms. $\mathrm{I}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{a}\dot{\mathrm{u}}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{g}$
the robust quantum search algorithm by $\mathrm{H}\emptyset \mathrm{y}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}$ et al. [7],
wc can obtain an optimal algorithm to solve searching
problems in an $N$-element space with $\Theta(\sqrt{N}/\epsilon)$ queries to
a biased oracle. The simulating algorithm does not work
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effectively unless the value of 6 is given. We also present
a non-trivial algorithm to cope with a situation in which
we have no prior knowledge $\mathrm{a}\mathrm{b}o$ut $\epsilon$ .
2 Preliminaries
In this section, we introduce the quantum computing and
the query complexity. We also define quantum biased or-
acles.
2.1 Quantum state and evolution
A state of $n$-qubit quantum register $|\psi\rangle$ is a superpo-
sition of 2“ classical strings with length $n$ , i.e., $|\psi\rangle$ $=$
$\sum_{X}\alpha_{X}|x\rangle$ where $x\in\{0,1\}^{n}$ and the amplitudes $a_{X}$ are com-
plex numbers consistent with the normalization condition:
$\sum_{X}|\alpha_{X}|^{2}=1$ . If we measure the state $|\psi\rangle$ with respect to
the standard basis, we observe $|x\rangle$ with probability $|\alpha_{X}|^{2}$
and after the measurement the state $|\psi\rangle$ collapses into $|x\rangle$ .
Without measurements, a quantum system can evolve
satisfying the normalization condition. These evolutions
are represented by unitary transformations. In this paper,
unitary transformations controlled by other registers are
often used. For example, one of them acts as some unitary
transformation if the control qubit is $|1\rangle$ , otherwise it acts
as identity. The following operator $\Lambda_{M}$ is also one of their
applications.
Deflnition 1 For any integer $M\geq 1$ and any unitary oP-
erator U. the operator $\Lambda_{M}(\mathrm{U})$ is defined by
$|j\rangle|y\rangle\mapsto$ $(0\leq j<.M)(j\geq M)$
want to compute some function $F$ with an $N$-bit input
and we can access each bit only through a given oracle
$O$ . The query complexity is the number of queries to the
oracle. A quantum algorithm with $T$ queries is a sequence
of unitary transformations: $U_{0}arrow O_{1}arrow U_{1}arrow\ldotsarrow$
$O_{T}arrow U_{T}$ , where $O_{i}$ denotes the unitary transformation
corresponding to the i-th query to the oracle $O$ , and $U_{i}$
denotes an arbitrary unitary transformation independent
of the oracle. Our natural goal is to find an algorithm to
compute f7 ‘ with sufficiently large probability and with the
smallest number of oracle calls.
The most natural quantum oracles are quantum perfect
oracles $O_{f}$ that map $|x\rangle$ $|0^{m-1}\rangle$ $|0\rangle$ to $|x\rangle$ $|0^{m-1}\rangle$ $|f(x)\rangle$ for any
$x\in[N]$ . Here, $|0^{nt-1}\rangle$ is a work register that is always
cleared before and after querying oracles. On the other
hand, quantum biased oracles, which we deal with in this
paper, are defined as follows.
Deflnition 2 A quantum oracle of a Boolean function $f$
with bias 6 is a unitary transformation $o_{f}^{\epsilon}$ or its inverse
$O_{f}^{\epsilon\dagger}$ such that
$O_{f}^{\sigma}|x\rangle|0^{m-1}\rangle|0\rangle=|x\rangle(a_{X}|w_{X}\rangle|f(x)\rangle+\beta_{X}|w_{X}’\rangle|\overline{f(x)}\rangle)$,
$where|\alpha_{X}|^{2}=1/2+\epsilon_{X}\geq 1/2+\mathit{6}foranyx\in[N]$. $Ixt$ also
$\mathit{6}_{mjn}=\min_{X}\epsilon_{X}$ .
Note that $0<\mathit{6}\leq \mathit{6}_{\min}\leq \mathit{6}_{X}\leq 1/2$ for any $x$. In practice.
$\epsilon$ is usually given in some way and $\epsilon_{m\dot{m}}$ or $\epsilon_{X}$ may be
unknown. Unless otherwise stated, we discuss the query
complexity with a given biased oracle $\sigma_{f}$ in the rest of the
paper.
$\Lambda_{M}$ is $contmu\epsilon d$ by the first register $|j$) in this case.
$\Lambda_{M}(\mathrm{U})$ uses $\mathrm{U}$for $M$ times.
It is also known that quantum transformations can com-
pute all classical functions. Let $g$ be any classically com-
putable ftnction with $m$ input and $k$ output bits. Then,
there exists a unitary transformation $\mathrm{U}_{g}$ corresponding to
the computation of $g$ : for any $x\in\{0,1\}^{m}$ and $y\in\{0,1\}^{k}$ ,
$\mathrm{U}_{g}$ maps $|x\rangle$ $|y\rangle$ to $|x\rangle$ $|y\oplus g(x)\rangle$ , where $ denotes the bit-
wise exclusive-OR.
2.2 Query complexity
In this paper, we are interested in the query complexity,
which is discussed in the following model. Suppose we
3 Known results
3.1 Amplitude ampliflcation
Brassard et al. showed amplitude amplification in [3],
which is very useful to design quantum algorithms as fol-
lows. Suppose that we have a quantum algorithm J71 with
success probability $p$ . If there exists a Boolean function $\chi$
that can distinguish between success and fail (often called
good and bad state), we can increase the success proba-
bility close to 1 by using A $\mathrm{a}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{d}\chi$ for $O(1/Jp\gamma$ times.
In the amplitude amplification, a unitary operator $\mathrm{Q}=$
$-ffl\mathrm{S}_{0}fl^{-1}\mathrm{S}_{\chi}$ is used. Here, $\mathrm{S}_{0}$ denotes an operator to flip
the sign of amplitude of the state $|0\rangle$ , and $\mathrm{S}_{\chi}$ denotes an
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operator to flip the signs of amplitudes of all the good




$+$ $\frac{1}{\sqrt{1-p}}\cos((2j+1)\theta_{p})|\Psi_{0}\rangle$ , (1)
where $|\Psi_{1}\rangle$ has all the good states and $\langle\Psi_{1}|\Psi_{1}\rangle=p=$
$\sin^{2}(\theta_{p})$ and $|\Psi_{1}\rangle$ is orthogonal to $|\Psi_{0}\rangle$ . After applying $\mathrm{Q}$
for about $\pi/4\theta_{p}\in O(1/\sqrt p\gamma$ times, we can measure a good
solution with probability close to 1. Note that we need to
know the value of $p$ to do so. See [3] for more details.
Even if the success probability of ,91, i.e., $p$ is not given,
we can have a good estimation of $p$ as mentioned in Sec-
tion 3.2. The next lemma in [8] states that the amplitude
amPlification works effectively when we know about the
initial success probability $p$ with some degree of poeci-
sion.
Lemma 1 Let $g$ be any quantum algorithm that uses no
measurements, $and\chi$ : $\mathrm{Z}arrow\{0,1\}$ be any Boolean func-
tion, and $k$ be any integer at least 2. If $\partial_{p}$ is given such
$that| \theta_{p}-\partial_{p}|\leq\frac{\theta}{k(\pi+}\overline{1)}$
’ where $p=s\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}^{2}(\theta_{\rho})$ is the initial suc-
cess probability ofA ($i.e.$ , the probabiliry of $ou\varphi utnngz$
such that $\chi(z)=1)$ , and $0\leq\theta_{p}\leq\pi/2$ . then there exists a
quantum algorithm thatfinds a good solution with prob-
ability at least $(1-+_{k})$ using a number ofapplications of
$\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$ and $ffl^{-1}$ that is in $o_{(7^{1}p}$ ).
Proof Sketch. In [8], the algorithm by dc-randomization
idea is Presented. which replaces the given algorithm
$\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$ with a ncw algorithm $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}’$ with success probability $p’$
slightly smaller than $p$. The algorithm adjusts the success
probability $p’$ and the number of applications of $fl’$ and
X (in precise, $\chi’$ ) suitably, to boost the success probabiiity
to almost equal to 1. It can be done as follows. At first,
we compute the following four values: $m= \lceil\frac{1}{2}(\frac{\pi}{2\theta_{p}}-1)\rceil$ ,
$\theta_{p}^{*}=\overline{4t’}\mathfrak{l}\mathrm{n}_{\mp_{2}’ p}.\cdot=\sin^{2}(\theta_{p})$ , and $\tilde{p}=s\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}^{2}(\partial_{\rho})$. $m$ is used
as the number of the applications of $g’\mathrm{a}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{d}\chi’$ . The other
values are used in making the new algorithm ,91’: We ro-
tate the last initialized qubit $|0\rangle$ into $\sqrt{Lp}|0\rangle$ $+\sqrt{1-pL}|1\rangle$
and regard the good state that has $|0\rangle$ in the last qubit as
a new good state. Thi$s$ means that we have a new algo-
rithm Jll’ with success probability $p’=p^{L},$ $=\sin^{2}(\theta_{\rho’})$ .
After applying $\mathrm{Q}’=-\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}’\mathrm{S}_{0}’\mathrm{f}\mathrm{l}^{\prime-1}\mathrm{S}_{\chi’}$ to the state $fl’|0\rangle$ for
$m$ times, we have a good state $\mathcal{T}^{1}p’\sin((2m+1)\theta_{p’})|\Psi_{1}’\rangle$
like Equation (1), and $\sin((2m+1)\theta_{p’})\geq\sqrt{1-\frac{1}{k^{2}}}$ can be
shown in this case.
3.2 Amplitude estimation
Brassard et al. also showed amplitude estimation in [3].
We rewrite it in terms of Phase estimation for our conve-
nience.
Theorem 2 Let $\mathrm{f}\mathrm{l},\chi$ , and $\theta_{p}$ be as in Lenvna 1. There
erists a quantum algorithm $EstPhase(\mathrm{f}\mathrm{l},\chi,$ $M\rangle$ that out-
puts $\tilde{\theta}_{p}$ such $that| \theta_{p}-\partial_{p}|\leq\frac{\pi}{M}$ , with probability at least
$\doteqdot$ . It uses exactly $M$ invocations $of\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} and\chi$. respectively.
If $\theta_{\rho}=0$ then $\partial_{p}=0$ with certainty, and if $\theta_{\rho}=\frac{\pi}{2}$ and $M$
is even, then $\overline{\theta}_{\rho}=\frac{\pi}{2}$ with certainty.
3.3 Robust quantum search
Grover showed a quantum search algorithm that finds a
solution in an $N$-element space [6]. It uses $O(\sqrt{N})$ queries
to a perfect oracle $O_{[}$ to check whether the i-th element
is a solution or not. $\mathrm{H}\emptyset \mathrm{y}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}$ et al. showed a robust quan-
tum search algorithm in [7]. It uses a biased oracle $\mathit{0}^{2/5}$
instead of a perfect oracle to access the elements, $\mathrm{a}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{d}^{\Gamma}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{t}$
finds a solution by using $O(\sqrt{N})$ queries to the biased ora-
cle, which has no overheads for error-correction as stated
in the folowing theorem formally.
Theorem 3 There exists a quantum algorithm that out-
$putsxsuchthatf(\chi)=1.ifany_{\mathit{8}}withprobabilit2/3usingO(\sqrt{N})que\dot{n}estothe’ ivenoracleo_{f}^{2^{\oint_{5}^{at}}}$.
least
4 Upper bound with known $\epsilon$
In this section, we present a quantum algorithm to sim-
ulate a single query to an oracle $o_{f}^{\iota/6}$ by $O(1/\epsilon)$ queries
$\mathrm{t}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{a}.\mathrm{g}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{v}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{c}1\mathrm{e}O\mathrm{w}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{k}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{w}\mathrm{n}\epsilon.\mathrm{A}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{q}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{m}d_{\mathrm{g}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{i}\iota \mathrm{h}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{g}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{b}1\mathrm{e}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{w}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{h}}^{\epsilon}$
biased oracles is also presented and it can be seen that the
algorithm is optimal.
Before presenting the simulating algorithm in Theo-
rcm 6, we show that we can replace the given oraclc $\alpha_{f}$
with a new oracle $\tilde{\sigma}_{f}$ . The next lemma describes the ora-
cle $O_{f}^{\epsilon}$ and how to construct it from $\sigma_{f}$ .
Lemma 4 There exists a quantum oracle $\theta_{f}$ that consists
ofone $O_{f}^{e}$ and one $O_{f}^{e\uparrow}such$ thatfor any $x\in[N]$
$\theta_{\int}|x,\mathrm{t}\nu’’,0\rangle=(-1)^{\int(x)}2\epsilon_{X}|x,\wp l,0\rangle+|x,\psi_{l}\rangle$ , (2)
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where $|x,\psi_{X}\rangle$ is orthogonal to $|x,0^{m},0\rangle$ and its norm is
$\sqrt{1-4\epsilon_{X}^{2}}$.
Proof We can show the construction of $\overline{\sigma}_{f}$ in a
$\mathrm{s}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{r}\square$
way in Lcmma 1 in [81.
Now, we describe our approach to simulate an oracle
$o_{J}^{1/6}$ by the given oracle $\sigma_{f}$ . According to [81, if the query
$\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{g}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}|x\rangle$ is not in a superposition, $\mathrm{p}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{a}‘ \mathrm{s}\mathrm{e}$ flip oracles can
be simulated with sufficiently large probability: by us-
ing amplitude estimation through $\theta_{f}$ . we can estimate the
value of $\epsilon_{X}$, then by using the estimated value and apply-
ing amplitude amplification to the state in Equation (2),
we can obtain the state $(-1)^{f\langle x)}|x,0^{m},0\rangle$ with high prob-
ability. In Theorem 6, we essentially simulate the phase
flip oracle by using the above algorithm in a superposition
$\mathrm{o}\mathrm{f}|x\rangle$ . Note that we convert the phase flip oracle into the
bit flip version in the theorem.
We will present the simulating algorithm after the fol-
lowing lemma, which shows that amplitude $\mathrm{e}\mathrm{s}\dot{\mathrm{u}}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}$
can work in quantum paralleli$s\mathrm{m}$ . Est-Phase in Theo-
rem 2 is sqaightforwardly extended to $ParBst$-Phase in
Lemma 5. We omit the proof of Lcmma 5.
Lemma 5 $Let\chi$ : $\mathrm{Z}arrow\{0,1\}$ be any Boolean function,
and let $O$ be any quantum oracle that uses no measure-
ments such that
$O|x\rangle|0\rangle=|x\rangle O_{X}|0\rangle=|x\rangle|\Psi_{X}\rangle=|x\rangle(|\Psi_{X}^{1}\rangle+|\Psi_{X}^{0}\rangle)$ ,
where a $state|\Psi_{X}\rangle$ is divided into a good $state|\Psi_{X}^{1}\rangle$ and a
$bistate|\Psi_{X}^{0}\rangle by\chi$. Let $\sin^{2}(\theta_{X})=\langle\Psi_{X}^{1}|\Psi_{\chi}^{1}\rangle$ be the success
probability of $O_{X}|0\rangle$ where $0\leq\theta_{X}\leq\pi/2$. There exists a
quantum algorithm $Par_{-}Est_{-}Phase(O,\chi,M)$ that changes
states asfollows:
$|x \rangle|0\rangle|0\rangle\mapsto|x\rangle\otimes\sum_{j=0}^{M-1}\delta_{x,i}|v_{x,j}\rangle|\tilde{\theta}_{x,j}\rangle$,
where $\sum$ $| \delta_{x.j}|^{2}\geq\frac{8}{\pi^{2}}$ for any $x$, and $|v_{x,j}\rangle$ and
$j:\{\theta_{\mathrm{z}}-\partial_{i},|\leq_{\pi}*$
$|v_{x.j}\rangle$ are mutually orthonormal vectorsfor any $i,j$. It uses
$O$ and its inversefor $O(M)$ times.
Now, we show a whole algorithm to consbuct an oracle
$o_{J}^{\iota/6}$ from cr by $O\langle 1/\mathit{6}$) queries with known $\epsilon$ .
Theorem 6 There exists a quantum algorithm that $sim$.
ulates a single query to an oracle $o_{f}^{\iota/6}$ by using $O(1/\mathit{6})$
queries to $O_{f}^{\epsilon}$ ifwe know $\epsilon$.
Proof
We will show a quantum algorithm that changes states
as follows:
$|x\rangle|0\rangle|0\rangle\mapsto|x\rangle(a_{X}|w_{X}\rangle|f(x)\rangle+\beta_{X}|w_{X}’\rangle|\overline{f(x)}\rangle)$ ,
where $|a_{X}|^{2}\geq 2/3$ for any $x$, using $O(1/e)$ queries to $\alpha_{f}$ .
The algorithm performs amplitude amplification follow-
ing amplitude estimation in a superposition $\mathrm{o}\mathrm{f}|x\rangle$ .
At first, we use amplitude estimation in parallel to es-
timate $\epsilon_{X}$ or to know how many times the following am-
plitude amplification procedures should be repeated. Let
$\sin\theta=2\mathit{6}$ and $\sin\theta_{X}=2\epsilon_{X}$ such that $0<\theta,\theta_{X}\leq\pi/2$ .
Note that $\Theta(\theta)=\Theta(\epsilon)$ since $\sin\theta\leq\theta\leq\underline{\pi}\sin\theta$ when
$0\leq\theta\leq\pi/2$ . Let also $M_{1}= \mathrm{r}\frac{3\pi(\pi+1)}{\theta}1$ and $\chi$ be
a Boolean function that divides a state in Equation (2)
into a good state $(-1)^{f(x)}2\epsilon_{X}|0^{m+1}\rangle$ and a bad state $|\psi_{X}\rangle$ .
The function $\chi$ checks only whether the state is $|0^{m+1}\rangle$ or
not; therefore, it is implemented easily. By Lemma 5,
$Par_{-}EstPhase(\overline{\sigma}_{f^{X}},M_{1})$ maps
$|x \rangle|0\rangle|0\rangle|0\ranglerightarrow|x\rangle\Phi\sum_{i=0}^{M-1}\delta_{x.j}|v_{x.j}\rangle|\partial_{x,j}\rangle|0\rangle$,
where $‘ \sum_{j.|\theta_{l}-l_{J}|5\frac{1}{3(**\mathrm{I})}}|\delta_{x,j}|^{2}\geq\frac{8}{\pi^{2}}$ for any $x$. and $|v_{x,i}\rangle$ and
$|v_{x,j}\rangle$ are mutually orthonormal vectors for any $i.j$. This
state has the good estimations of $\theta_{X}$ in the third register
with high probability. The fourth $oe\mathrm{g}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}|0\rangle$ remains large
enough to perform the following steps.
The remaining steps basically perform amplitude am-
plification by using the estimated values $\partial_{x.j}$ , which can
realize a phase[lip oracle. Note that in the following steps
a pair of Hadmard transformations are used to convert thc
phase flip oracle into our targeted oracle.
Based on the de-randomization idea as in [81, we cal-
culate $m_{x.j}= \lceil\frac{1}{2}(_{2}\mathcal{T}_{u}^{\pi}-1)\rceil,$ $\mathrm{f}_{x,j}=\frac{\pi}{4m_{\wedge J}+2}.,$ $p_{x,j}=\sin^{2}(\theta_{x,j})$
and $\tilde{p}_{x,j}=\sin^{2}(\theta_{\mathrm{x},j})$ in the superposition, and apply an
Hadmard transformation to the last qubit. Thus we have
$|x \rangle(\sum_{j=0}^{M-1}\delta_{x.j}|v_{\mathrm{x}.j}\rangle|\partial_{x,j}\rangle|m_{x.j}.\rangle|r_{x,j}\rangle|p_{x,j}.\rangle|\tilde{p}_{x,j}\rangle$
X $|0^{m+1}\rangle$ $|0\rangle$ $\Phi\frac{1}{\sqrt{2}}(|0\rangle+|1\rangle))$ .
Let $\mathrm{R}$ : $|0\rangle$ $arrow\sqrt{\lrcorner^{Fi}l*r}|0\rangle$ $+\sqrt{1-^{pi}fl_{lj}\lrcorner}|1\rangle$be a rotauon and let
$\mathrm{O}=\theta_{f^{\Phi}}\mathrm{R}$ be a new oracle. We apply $\mathrm{O}$ followed by
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$\Lambda_{M_{2}}(\mathrm{Q})$ , where $M_{2}=\mathrm{r}-$ $( \frac{3\pi(\pi+1)}{2(3\pi+2)\theta}+1)|$ and $\mathrm{Q}=-\mathrm{O}(1\otimes$
$S_{0})\mathrm{O}^{-1}$(I X $\mathrm{S}_{\chi}$); $\mathrm{S}_{0}$ and $S_{\chi}$ are defined appropriately. $\Lambda_{M_{2}}$
is controlled by the register $|m_{x,j}^{*}\rangle$, and $\mathrm{Q}$ is applied to
the registers $|x\rangle$ and $|0^{m+1}\rangle$ $|0\rangle$ if the last qubit is $|1\rangle$ . Let
$\mathrm{O}_{X}$ denote the unitary operator such that $\mathrm{O}|x\rangle$ $|0^{m+1}\rangle$ $|0\rangle$ $=$
$|x\rangle \mathrm{O}_{X}|0^{m+1}\rangle|0\rangle$ . Then we have the state (From here, we
write only the last three registers.)
$\sum_{j=0}^{M-1}\frac{\delta_{x,j}}{\sqrt{2}}(|U^{n+1}\rangle|0\rangle|0\rangle+\mathrm{Q}_{X}^{m_{-J}}\mathrm{O}_{X}(|0^{m+1}\rangle|0\rangle)|1\rangle)$ , (3)
where $\mathrm{Q}_{X}=-\mathrm{O}_{\mathrm{x}}\mathrm{S}_{0}\mathrm{O}_{X}^{-1}S_{\chi}$ and $m_{\mathrm{x},j}= \min(m_{x,j}, M_{2})$ for
any $x,j$. We will show that the phase flip oracle is sim-
ulated if the thuird register $|\partial_{x,j}\rangle$ has the good estimation
of $\theta_{X}$ and the last register has $|1\rangle$ . Equation (3) can be
$\mathrm{o}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{w}\iota \mathrm{i}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{n}$ as
$\sum_{j=0}^{M-1}\frac{\delta_{x,j}}{\sqrt{2}}(|\alpha^{n+1},0\rangle|0\rangle+((-\iota Y^{(x)}\gamma_{X,\dot{\text{ }}}|0^{m+1},0\rangle+|\varphi_{x,j}\rangle)|1\rangle)$ ,
where $|\varphi_{x.j}\rangle$ is orthogonal to $|\alpha^{\iota+1}’,\mathrm{o}\rangle$ and its norm is
$\sqrt{1-\#_{x.j}}$. Suppose that the third register has $|\partial_{x,j}\rangle$ such
that $|\theta_{X}-\partial_{x,j}|\leq\mp_{3(\pi 1)}^{g}\cdot$ It can be seen that $m_{\mathrm{x},j}\leq M_{2}$ if
$| \theta_{X}-\partial_{x.j}|\leq\frac{\theta}{3(\pi+1)}$ . Therefore, $\mathrm{Q}_{X}$ is applied for $m_{x,j}^{*}$ times,
i.e.. the number specified by the fourth register. Like the
analysis ofLemma 2 in [8], it is shown that $\gamma_{x.j}\geq\sqrt{]-\perp 9}$ .
Finally, applying an Hadmard transformation to the last
qubit again, we have the state
$\sum_{j=0}^{M-1}\frac{\delta_{\mathrm{z},j}}{2}((1+(-1)^{f(x)}\gamma_{x,j})|0^{m+2}\rangle|0\rangle$
$+$ ( $1-(-1\rangle^{f(x)}\gamma_{x,j}\rangle|\alpha^{n+2}\rangle|1\rangle+|\varphi_{x,j}\rangle(|0\rangle-|1\rangle)),\cdot$




Thus, the final quantum state can bc rewritten as
$|x\rangle(a_{X}|w_{X}\rangle$ $|f(x)\rangle+\beta_{\chi}|w_{X}’\rangle|\overline{f(x)}\rangle$, where $|a_{X}|^{2}\geq 2/3$ for any
$x$.
The query complexity of this algorithm is the cost of
amplimde estimation $M_{1}$ and amplitude amPlificauon $M_{2}$ .
thus a total number of queries is $O( \frac{1}{\theta})=O(\frac{1}{\epsilon})$. Therefore,
we can simulate a single query to $o_{f}^{\iota/6}$ using
$O(_{\epsilon}^{\perp})\mathrm{q}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{c}\dot{\mathrm{n}}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{s}$
to $\mathit{0}_{f}^{\epsilon}$ .
From Theorem 3 and Theorem 6 we can derive the fol-
lowing corollary directly.
$\mathrm{C}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{U}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{y}7$ There exists a quantum algorithm which
ouputs $x$ such that $f(x)=1$. if any, with probability at
least 2/3 using $o( \frac{\sqrt{N}}{\epsilon})$ queries to a given oracle $\mathit{0}_{f}^{\mathrm{g}}$ ifwe
know $\epsilon$ . Moreover, if we know $\epsilon_{\min}$ . the algorithm uses
$\Theta(\frac{r_{N}}{\epsilon_{n}}.)$ queries.
For searching problems, lower bound $\Omega(\frac{r_{N}}{\epsilon_{n-}})$ is proved by
Theorem 6 in [8] based on Ambainis method [2]. Thus.
we can see the above matching bound when $\epsilon=\epsilon_{m[] n}$ .
5 Upper bound without knowing $\epsilon$
In Section 4, we described algorithms by using a given
oracle ff when we know $\epsilon$ . In this section, we assume
that there is no prior knowledge of $\epsilon$.
Our overall approach is to esuimate $\epsilon$ (in precise $\mathit{6}_{mi}"$)
with appropriate accuracy in advance, which then can be
used in the simulating algorithm in Theorem 6. In the
following, we first describe an overview of our strategy to
estimate $\epsilon_{n\dot{u}\hslash}$ rather informally, followed by rigorous and
detailed descriptions.
First, let us consider estimating $\mathit{6}_{X}$ in the same way
as in Theorem 6 in quantum parallelism. Then, let $M^{\cdot}$
denote the number of required oracle calls to achieve a
good estimation of $\mathit{6}_{X}$ for any $x$. (Here, good means ac-
curate enough to $\mu \mathrm{r}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{m}$ effective amplitude amPlifica-
tion in Theorem 6.) Note that $M^{\cdot}\in\Omega(1/\mathit{6}_{m\dot{u}l})$ , and if we
know the value of $e$, we can set $\Theta(1/\mathit{6})$ as $M^{\cdot}$ . However,
now $\epsilon$ is unknown, we estimate $M^{\cdot}$ as follows. First we
will construct an algorithm, $fl_{\ell nough}$ , which receives an
input $M$ and decides whether $M$ is the number of oracle
calls to obtain a good estimation of $\epsilon_{X}$ . More precisely,
$fl_{tnough}$ uses $O(M)$ queries and retums $0$ if the input $M$ is
large enough to estimate $\epsilon_{X}$ , othcrwise it returns 1 with a
more than constant probability, say, 9/10. Then. by using
$g_{ewugh}$, in a superposition of $|x\rangle$ as in Lcmma 8, we can
obtain the state $\sum_{X}|x\rangle$ $\Phi(\alpha_{X}|u_{X}\rangle|1\rangle+\beta_{X}|u_{X}’\rangle|0\rangle)$ . When $M$ is
small, the condition $\exists x;|\alpha_{X}|^{2}\geq 9/10$ holds, which means
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there exists $xs$uch that the estimation of $\mathit{6}_{X}$ may be bad.
On the other hand, when $M$ is sufficiently large, the con-
dition $\forall x;|a_{X}|^{2}\leq 1/10$ holds, which means the estimation
is good for any $x$. Our remaining essential task, then, is
to know an input value of $M$ at the verge of the above two
cases. Note that the value is $\Theta(1/e_{m\iota n})$ , which can be used
as $M^{\cdot}$ .
Next, we consider an algorithm, $A_{\iota h\ell ck}$ , which can dis-
tinguish the above two cases with $O(T)$ oracle queries
with a constant probability. Then, $M^{*}$ can be estimated by
$O$( $TM^{\cdot}$ log log $M^{\cdot}$ ) queries by the following scarch tech-
nique and majority voting: We can find $M^{\cdot}$ by trying
$n_{ch\ell ck}$ along with exponentially increasing the input value
$M$ until $g_{check}$ succeeds. Note that aloglog $M^{\cdot}$ factor is
needed to boost the success probability of $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}_{check}$ to close
to 1. It should be noted that we cannot use robust quan-
tum search algorithm [71 as $fl_{ch\ell ck}$ , since there may exist
$x$ such that $|a_{X}|^{2}\approx 1/2$, which cannot be dealt with by
their algorithm. Instead, in Lemma 9, we will describe
the algorithm $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}_{check}$, which can distinguish the above
two cases by using amplitude estimation querying for
$O(\sqrt{N}\log N)$ times. Then
$\mathrm{L}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{a}8,\mathrm{w}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{a}O(TM^{\cdot}\log\log M^{\cdot})-O\{$
, the whole algorithm requires
$\frac{\sqrt\overline{N}\log N}{\mathrm{g}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{h}\epsilon_{ln}}.\log\log\frac{1}{st\epsilon_{nn}}‘)\mathrm{q}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{s}.\mathrm{I}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{m}ParBZero\mathrm{t}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{s}$
as $fl_{eough}$“ in a superposition of $|x\rangle$ . and in Lemma 9, we
describe the algorithm $Chk_{-}Amp_{-}Dn$ as $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}_{check}$ . Finally,
the whole algorithm to estimate $M^{*}$ is presented in Theo-
rem 10.
Lemmm 8 Let $O$ be any quantum algorthm that uses no
measurements such that $O|x\rangle$ $|0\rangle$ $=|x\rangle$ $|\Psi_{X}\rangle$ $=|x\rangle$ $(|\Psi_{X}^{1}\rangle+$
$|\Psi_{\mathrm{x}}^{0}\rangle)$ . Let $\chi$ : $\mathrm{Z}$ $arrow$ $\{0,1\}$ be a Boolean function
that dinides a state $|\Psi_{X}\rangle$ into a good state $|\Psi_{X}^{1}\rangle$ and a
bad state $|\Psi_{X}^{0}\rangle$ such that $\sin^{2}(\theta_{X})=\langle\Psi_{X}^{1}|\Psi_{X}^{1}\rangle$ for any $x$
$(0<\theta_{X}\leq\pi/2)$. There exists a quantum algorithm
$Par_{-}EstZero(O,\chi, M)$ that changes states as follows:




$otherwiseif\forall x;|a_{X},|^{2}\leq if\exists x;|a_{X}|^{2}\geq=\iota_{1}^{9}010$
with probability at least $8/\pi^{2}$ using $O(\sqrt{N}\log N)$ queries
to $O$.
Proof Sketch. Using $O(\log N)$ applications of $O$ and ma-
jority voting, we have a new oracle $\alpha$ such that
$\sigma|x\rangle|0\rangle|0\rangle=|x\rangle(a_{X}’|w_{X}’\rangle|1\rangle+\beta_{\chi}|u_{X}’\rangle|0\rangle),\}$
where $|a_{X}’|^{2}\geq 1-*_{\overline{N}}$ if $|a_{X}|^{2} \geq\frac{9}{\iota 0}$ , and $|a_{X}’|^{2} \leq\frac{1}{16N}$ if
$| \alpha_{\chi}|^{2}\leq\frac{1}{10}$ . $EstPhase$ can distinguish the two cases, i.e.,
$\exists x;|a_{X}|^{2}\geq\Delta 10$ and $\forall x;|a_{X}|^{2}\leq\perp 10$ by $O(\sqrt{N})$ queries to $\mathcal{O}$
with high probability.
$\mathrm{T}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{r}\epsilon \mathrm{m}10Giv\epsilon naquantumbiasedoracl\epsilon O^{\epsilon}the\mathrm{r}\epsilon existsaquantumalgo\dot{n}thmEstBpsMin(\sigma_{f})t\mathrm{f}atout$.
puts $\mathrm{g}_{jn},,$, such that $\mathit{6}_{nt\mathrm{i}n}/5d\leq 8_{m\dot{m}}\leq\epsilon_{mi}$“ with probabil-
ity at least 2/3. The query complexity of the algorithm is
expected to be $o(_{\epsilon_{m}}^{\sqrt{N}\downarrow\underline{N}}-\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\log\log_{\epsilon_{nb}}\perp)$.
Proof Lct $\sin(\theta_{X})=2\mathit{6}_{X}$ and $\sin(\theta_{\min})=2\epsilon_{\min}$ such
that $0<\theta_{X},\theta_{mj_{\hslash}}$ $\leq$ $\frac{n}{2}$ . Let $\chi$ also be a Boolean
function that divides the state in Equation (2) into a
good state $(-1)^{\int(x)}2\mathit{6}_{\chi}|0^{m+1}\rangle$ and a bad state $|\psi_{X}\rangle$ . Thus
$ParBstZero(\tilde{O}_{f}^{e},\chi, M)$ in Lemma 8 makes the state
$|x\rangle\Phi(\alpha_{X}|u_{\chi}\rangle|1\rangle+\beta_{X}|u_{X}’\rangle|0\rangle)$such that $| \alpha_{X}|^{2}=\frac{\epsilon \mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}^{2}}{M^{2_{l}}\mathrm{i}}\neq \mathrm{L}\mathrm{n}(\theta_{x})$. As
stated below, if $M\in o(1/\theta_{X})$ . then $|a_{X}|^{2}\geq 9/10$ . We can
use $ChkAmp_{-}Dn$ to check whether there exists $x$ such
that $|\alpha_{X}|^{2}\geq 9/10$ . Based on these facts, we present the
whole algorithm Est$Bps_{-}{\rm Min}(\sigma_{f})$ .
$|x\rangle|0\rangle|0\ranglearrow|x\rangle\Phi(a_{X}|u_{X}\rangle|1\rangle+\beta_{X}|u_{X}’\rangle|0\rangle)$ ,
where $|a_{X}|^{2}= \frac{\sin^{2}(M\theta_{X})}{M^{2}\sin^{2}(\theta_{X})}$ for any $x$. It uses $\mathit{0}$ and its
inversefor $O(M)$ times.
The algorithm $Par_{-}EstZero$ can be implemented like
$ParBstPhase$ in Lemma 5. We omit details.
Lemma 9 Let $O$ be any quantum oracle such that
$O|x\rangle|0\rangle|0\rangle=|x\rangle(\alpha_{X}|w_{X}\rangle|1\rangle+\beta_{X}|u_{X}\rangle|0\rangle)$. There erists a
Algorllhm$(EstBps_{-}{\rm Min}(\alpha_{f}))$
1. Start with $l=0$.
2. Increase $\ell$ by 1.
3. Run ChkAmp-Dn$(ParBstZero(\theta_{f},\chi,2^{t}))$ for
$O(\log t)$ times and use majority voting. If $‘*1$” is
output as the result of the majority voting, then
retum to Step 2.
4. Output $\delta_{\min}=_{2}\perp\sin(_{5}\star_{2})$ .
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Now, we will show that the algorithm almost keeps run-
ning until $\ell>\lfloor\log_{2}\frac{1}{5\theta m}\rfloor$ . We assume $\ell\leq\lfloor\log_{2}\frac{1}{5\theta_{1un}}\rfloor$ .
Under this assumpuon, a proposiuon $\exists x;|a_{X}|^{2}\geq\frac{9}{10}$ holds
since the equation $\mathit{6}_{\min}=\min_{X}\epsilon_{X}$ guarantees that there
exists some $x$ such that $\theta_{\min}=\theta_{X}$ and $|a_{X}|^{2}= \frac{\sin^{2}(2^{t}\theta_{x})}{2^{2t}\sin^{2}(\theta_{l})}\geq$
$\cos^{2}(\frac{1}{5})>$ $\frac{9}{10}$ when 2e $\leq$ $\frac{1}{5\theta_{X}}$ . Therefore, a singl$e$
$cuAmp-Dn$ run retums ‘ 1 ’ with probability at least
$8/\pi^{2}$ . By $O(\log\ell)$ repetitions and majority voting, the
probability that we obtain ‘1” increases to at least $1-_{5}\nabla^{1}$ .
Consequently, the overall probability that we return from
Step3 to Step2 for any $l$ such that $t \leq\lfloor\log_{2}\frac{1}{5\theta_{nj-}}\rfloor$ is
at least
$\prod_{t=1}\lfloor\log_{2}\frac{1}{u_{ndn}}\rfloor$ (1– )$) \succ\frac{2}{3}$ . This inequality can be
obtained by considering an infinite product expansion of
$\sin(x)$, i.e., $s \mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}(x)=x\prod_{n=1}^{\infty}(1-_{n}\cdot\tau_{\pi}^{2}X\iota)$ at $x=\pi/\sqrt{5}$. Thus
the algorithm keeps running until $f> \lfloor\log_{2}\frac{1}{5\theta_{\mathrm{r}}}\rfloor$ , i.e., out-
puts $\tilde{\epsilon}_{\min}$ such that $8_{mj_{\hslash}}= \perp_{\sin}(_{5}2\star_{2})\leq\frac{1}{2}\sin(\theta_{\min})=\mathit{6}_{mj_{\hslash}}$,
with probability at least 2/3.
We can also show that the algorithm almost stops in
$\ell<\lceil\log_{2}\frac{2\pi}{\theta_{mjn}}\rceil$ . Since $\frac{\mathrm{R}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}^{2}(M\theta)}{M^{2}\epsilon \mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}^{2}(\theta)}\leq\frac{n^{2}}{(2M\theta\gamma \mathrm{z}}$ when $0 \leq\theta\leq\frac{\pi}{2}$ ,
$| \alpha_{X}|^{2}=\frac{l\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}^{2}(2^{t}\theta_{2})}{2^{2t}\sin^{2}(\theta_{z})}\leq\perp 16$ for anyx if2e $\geq \mathrm{A}\theta_{m}$ . Therefore,
in Step 3, “$0^{\cdot}$. is returned with probability at least $8/\pi^{2}$
when $C \geq\lceil\log_{2}\frac{2n}{\theta_{\mathrm{A}}}\rceil$ . The algorithm, thus, outputs $\mathrm{g}_{\min}=$
$\iota_{\sin(_{5}\neg)}2\iota_{2}\geq-\sin(\frac{\theta}{1}\overline{\mathrm{w}}\mathrm{t})\geq\triangleleft_{5\pi}^{e}$ with probability at least
$8/\pi^{2}$ .
Let $l$ satisfy $\lfloor\log_{2}\frac{1}{5\theta_{\mathrm{M}}}\rfloor<\mathit{1}<\lceil\log_{2}\frac{2\pi}{\theta_{n\mathrm{V}n}}\rceil$. If the algo-
rithm runs until $\ell=\ell$, its query complexity is
$\sum_{t\cdot 1}^{\mathit{1}}o(2^{\ell}\sqrt{N}\log N\log l)=O(2^{l_{\sqrt{N}}}\log N\log l)$
$=O( \frac{\sqrt{N}\log N}{\mathit{6}_{\min}}\log\log\frac{1}{\epsilon_{m\iota n}})$ ,
since $2^{\mathit{1}} \in\Theta(_{\theta_{*l*}}^{\perp})=\Theta(\frac{1}{\epsilon_{1\hslash}},,)$.
6 Conclusion
We have shown an algorithm to simulate a single query to
an oracle $o_{f}^{1/6}$ by using $O(1/\epsilon)$ queries to the given oracle
$O_{f}^{\sigma}$ when $\epsilon$ is known. Since this algorithm is indepen-
dent of problems, overhead factors $O(1/\epsilon^{2})$ by majority
can be replaced with new factors $O(1/\epsilon)$ in general. As
a result, we can obtain an optimal algorithm for search-
ing problems in the quantum biased setting. We have also
considered the situation in which no knowledge about the
oracle’s bias is given. Namely, we have presented a non-
trivial algorithm to estimate $\mathit{6}_{\dot{m}}"$ .
Future works. When $\epsilon$ is not given. there remains a
gap between the upper bound and the lower bound for
searching problems. To match their bounds is a next im-
portant topic. The algorithm to estimate $\epsilon_{m\iota n}$ seems to
have room for improvements.
It is also interesting to find other matching bounds
for quantum biased oracles. An improvement for uPPr
bounds is one approach to do so. For example, it is chal-
lenging to find algorithms using abiased oracle $o_{f}^{\iota/6}$ wi
out $O(\log T)$ overhead factor. The other is an improve-
ment for lower bounds. Since it is likely impossible to
improve the general lower bound $\Omega(T/\epsilon)$ , we should con-
sider lower bounds for specific problems.
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